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VERIFIED DISPOSAL OF NUCLEAR WARHEADS

No nuclear warheads have yet been eliminated by trdaty.
The INF Treaty calls for verified destruction c>f spccificd
missiles, but the warheads on those missiles are returned to

each country, without restrictions. Simiktr conditions arc

expected to apply to the START Treaty to rcducc the num-
bers of US and Soviet deliverable strategic missile w~lrhcads.
Nevertheless it is reasonable to hope and expect that destruc-
tion of strategic and tactical Iluclcar warheads, not just the

means for their delivery, will be called for sometinle in the
future.

The prospect has led to a number of studies, including one
by tbe FAS-CSS Cooperative Research Project focused on
procedures to verify the elimination of nuclear warhvads

that, under treaty, have been specified and made available
for dismantlement and controlled disposition of their fissile

materials (plutonium or highly enriched uranium).
This study does not deal with methods to assure that all

warheads specified by a treaty have actually been disclosed.
Nor dots it consider possible methods to prevent production

of new warheads, using undisclosed stockpiles of fissilc mate-

rials, of the types specified for elimination. Such >Issurances
will require additional verification methods, and these can bc

expected to become more important as deep cuts in nuclear
arsenals increase the strategic importance of any hidden
stockpiles of nuclear warheads or fissile materials. The issue
is being examined in a second phase of the FAS-Committee
of Soviet Scientists joint project.

Rotecfing Nuclear Weapon DesiW Secrets

One of the reasons given for not including elimination of
warheads in the INF or START treaties is z presumption that

verification cannot be done without revealing important se-
crets about the design of the warhdads or other assc]ciated

equipment, such aS re-entv v~hicles, penetration aids, Or
shielding against radiation that might be used to disable the
warheads. A major constraint on the procedures described
here, therdfore, is that they not reveal such information.

Two levels of secrecy can be distinguished. The first in-
volves information that the United Spates and the Soviet

Union (and other announced nuclear weapon s~tes) do not
want to reveal to each other. The second is information that
may be well known to parties to a treaty calling for warhead

elimination, but is not generalIy public—including informa-
tion that could significantly help other countries in their

efforts to acquire nuclear weapons. Public disclosure of such
information could be regarded as violating the Non-prolifer-

ation Treaty, which calls on nuclear weapon states that arc
signatories not to transfer nuclear weapon technology to
other countries.
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Two further assumptions about secrecy are inherent in the
proposed pr(>ccss for eliminating warheads.

The first is that the aggregate quantities of ur~nium-235,

ura[]ium-23S, and plutonium c>fany isotopic composition th:it
;Ire contained in a mix of several different types of warheads

can be declassified, in the course of future trwaty negc)tia-
tions. This would !IIIOWaccurate accounting for fissilc materi-
als rctnovcd from the warheads, without reve~ling the quan-

tities in ziny p~lrticular kind of warhead.
The second assumption is that upper limits to some of the

material q[rantities, component weights, and dimensions as-
sociated with the warheads can be declassified, without cc>m-
promising natit)nal security, provided that the upper limits

arc sufficiently Iargc compared with the actual values. Then
each owner nation could mask the true value of quantities it
wished to keep secret by adding appropriate items, in unre-
vealed amounts, to containers used for the warheads bef(]re

they tire dismantled.

Functions of a Warhead Elimination Process

A system for the elimination of nuclear warheads should
ensure that:

1. All warheads identified by the owner country, and speci-
fied for elimination, arc what they arc chimed to be.

2. All such warheads arc destroyed.
3. None of the fissile materials from thedismantlcd war-

he.ids is diverted to uscs that arc not authorized by treaty.

continued on page 2

FAS-Soviet Joint Research Project

The articles in this issue are largely based on work
done by the Cooperative Research Project on Arms
Reductions of the FAS Fund and the Committee of
Soviet Scientists for Peace and Against the Nuclear
Threat. The Project has, for the past two years, been
conducting research on the verifiability of deep cuts in
the US and Soviet nuclear arsenals, of a ban on nucle-
ar reactors in earth Orbit, and ofa ban on laser anti-
sat@llite weapons.

Tbe present authors, Theodore Taylor and Valerie
Thomas, are also contributors to a book prepared by
the Pro,ject, Reversing the Arms Race: How to Achieve
and Verify Deep Reductions in the Nuclear Arsenals.

Co-edited by Frank von Hippel and Roald Sagdeev,
the book will be published this summer by Gordon
and Breach Scientific Publishers and will be offered to
FAS members at a discount. m
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continued from page I

Steps in the Warhead Elimination Prwess

The process for verified elimination of specified warheads
is an application of the “Principle of Contain merit.” All steps

in the process are camied out within specified boundaries that
are monitored to assure detection of any unauthorized rc-
mowal of warheads or their components, especially fissile
materiais, from these boundaries.

The first step in this process is taken at the warhead de-
ployment or storage sites. In the presence of inspectors, the
warheads are removed from delivery vehicles or storage facil-
ities and placed in containers. Each conraincr, which may
bold more than one warhead of the same type (e.g. a MIRV

system), is tagged and sealed by inspectors.
The tags, which cannot be changed without revealing the

tampering, serve as unique identifiers of each warhead or

container. The seals will reveal if the containers are subse-
quently opened to substitute fake warheads or other objects
for the original contents.

W-80 type warhecld, u,yed in US cr,(i.y<,,n;,s,sil<,,s

The sealed and tagged storage co”taincrs are then shipped

to a warhead dismantlement facility in the owner country. As
the containers are unloaded they are externally eramilled by
inspectors to assure that tbe tags and seals have not been
tampered with. Records of shipments from the deployment
or storage sites are compared with records of arrival at the

dismantlement facility, to assure that all containers arc a..
counted for before they are placed in sto~ige to aw;iit dis-
mantlement. The entire dismantlement facility is subject to
the containment principle.

fingerprints for Verification, Batches for Secrecy

Batches of specified numbers of containers for several
different types of warheads are then removed froln stt)ragc,
and moved to an enclosed facility that is used for the actual
dismantlement process, The ratios of numbers f~f each type

of warhead in a batch are kept constant, to keep inspectors
from deducing any secret information about individual war-
head types from aggregate data from batches with different
ratios of warheads of different types.

Before dismantlement starts, each container is “finger-
printed,’ by inspectors, without opening the containers. This
is done by accurate scanning of tbc interi(>r of the c(>ntainers,

using radiation emitted from warhead materials (p~ssivc
scanning) or secondary radiation produced in the interior
after irradiation with an outside source (active sc:lnning).
Other accurate measurements, such as the total weights of
the loaded containers or their moments of inertia, can also be

continued on page.3
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continued from page 2
used to determine a finge~rint.

The raw data from which each fingerprint is derived should
be combined in ways that yield accurate numbers that arc
recorded by inspectors, but that do not reveal design data

that is to be kept secret. Warhead design details could be
funher obscured by allowing the owner country t<) place

unrevealed additional materials in each container before it is
loaded with warheads, The amounts and configurations of

any added materials would be kept the same for each type of
warhead.

The fingeqrints can thus assure that the contents of c(]n-

tainers of warheads of a particular type are the s~me. Any
substitution of fake for real warheads, before they arc tagged
and sealed, would have to be made for all the warheads (}f a
particular type, and the substitutions would have tc] be com-
pleted before any inspection of the deployment or storage
sites, Such action would mn tbc risk of being detected by
national intelligence activities before or soon after a treaty

comes into force, or eventually, because such an operatic>n
would involve many people, any of whom might reveal this
blatant an act of cheating at some later time. The risk of

eventual discovery could be increased by a treaty provisi[~n
that randomly chosen warheads alleged to be of some specific

type be placed in long term, scaled storage, for possible
detailed examination by inspectors at some unspecified fu-
ture time.

Owner Country Does Actual Wsmantlement

All the warheads in each batcb of mixed containers are
then dismantled by nationals of the owner country, inside an

enclosure that is subject to the containment principle, but not
to inspection during the dismantlement process. The non-
nuclear components are destroyed by nationals of the owner
country, inside an adjoining enclosure. The dismantlement

facility could be inspected bctwccn batch dismantlement, to
assure that no stockpiles of fissile materials have been hid-
den.

The fissile materials con~ained in a batch arc mixed with-
out inspectors present, and then made available to inspectors
for accurate measurements of their total mass. This will not

reveal the quantities used in any particular type of warhead.
These measurements provide the initial basis for detailed

accounting of the plutonium and highly enriched uranium >IS
they flow t~rough subsequent steps.

Depending on treaty specifications, any contained tritium
is either returned to the owner country (to be used to replen-
ish decayed tritium in other warheads not yet subject t(>
elimination, or for usc in future fusion reactc]rs), or stored in
a contained area until most of it has decayed (half Iifc = 12.6
years). In either case, even the hatch total may remain sccrct,

so measurement by inspectors of the quantities of tritium
would not be required.

All objects (including empty warhead containers) and bulk
materials removed from tbe dismantlement facility are

probed with external neutron sources to assure tb?lt they
contain no fissile materials. Any residues frc)m the dcstr”c-
tion of the non-nuclear components of the warheads arc also
inspected with external probes before they are shipped from
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the dismantlement site for ultim:itc disposal.

Disposition of Rssile Materials from Warheads

The highly enriched uranium removed from the warheads
can be rendered incapable of sustaining an explosive chain
re;iction by diluting it with natural or depleted uranium until
the uranium-235 enrichment is less than 6 percent. At an

enrichment of about 3 percent, the diluted ufi~nium could be
used as feed material for fuel for nuclear power plants.

This material would be kept under IAEA safeguards until
ultimate disposal of spent fuel from the reactc~rs in which it
may be used. The appmximzitely 1,00(1 tons of highly cn-
ricbcd ur’lnium associated with the w(~rld’s present nuclear
w:lrhcads could provide fuel for tbe world’s present power

rcactt~rs for about 5 years. This could save an estimated $30
billion dollars in future nuclear fuel costs.

If, fm whatever re>lsons, world nucl~lr power production
declines sh:irply, the highly enriched uranium could be dilut-
ed with depicted uranium, to bring its enrichment down close
to that of natural uranium, and disposed in a geological
fornlation or, perhaps, dissolved in the occtin.

The Plutonium Problem

The plutonium extracted from nuclear warbcads cannot be

diluted with plutol]ium isotopes to render it nonfissile, since
all plutonium isotopes :Irc capable of sustaining a fast chain
reaction. Tbc use of this plutonium to supplement urzinium-
235 in nucle:lr power plant fuel would require expensive
modific?]tion of the fuel fabrication facilities now used for

making ur;lnium fuel. These fiacilitics, a“d tbe transport Ii”ks
between tbeln, would thctl present opportunities for diver-
sion or theft of plutonium.

Whereas tbc isotopic enrichment <Ifnatural or low-enrich-
ment uranium to pr[)duce weapon-grade ur’tnium-235 is >1

mRHEAD Place warheads in ta~ged containers
~DEPLOYMENT SITE- —.-.-.-——_ with tamperproof seals.

-.~__.__
WARHEAD

Check tags and seals,

DISMANTLEMENT
Fngerpri”t container contents.

FACILIV
Dsmantle warheads and destroy and ~
compact non-nuclear components
without inspectors.
Assay remo”ed “ra”ium and plutonium, !

ti/UM 1 URANIUM

aJpLuToN’uM
5

Mix U-235 with U-238,
GREATLY DILUTED

Dlute plutonium.

1

PLUTONIUM

URANIUM FUEL
FEED MATERIAL
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continued from page 3
dificult promss requiting extensive equipment and energy, it

is relatively easy to extract plutonium for use in nuclear
explosives by chemical means. It would also be much easier
to do this from plutonium-supplemented uranium reactor

fiel than to extrad plutonium from extremely radioactive
spent nuclear fuel.

A much safer alternative would be to dispose of tbe pluto-
nium directly, without using it as fuel. Pending a satisfactory
method for ultimate disposal of the transuranic elements zlnd

fission products in spent fuel, the plutonium from warheads
would have to be stored, probably in facilities that :Ire under
international authority and subject to the containment princi-
ple and high Ievcls of physical security.

Before placement in storage, however, the plutonium

should be mixed with appropriate materials to assure that the
mixture cannot, in any Farge quantity, susvain any type of
fission chain reaction. For an infinite mass (>ftbe mixture t(]
remain sub-critical, the types and concentrations of the add-

ed materials should be such that neutron capture is sufficient-
ly more likely than fission. Candidate materials include cad-
mium, boron, and tungsten, and preliminary estimates indi-

cate that the added materials could have roughly the same
total mass as tbe plutonium.

All nuclear material products of the warhead dismantle-
ment process would have to be kept under stringent interna-
tional safeguards, such as extensions of those now setup and
maintained by the IAEA, until the uranium and plutonium
have been permanently disposed of by methods that would
make retrieval very difficult. Facilities for storage of war-
heads awaiting dismantlement, or plutonium awaiting final
disposal would also need to be securely guarded against theft

or any attempt to take over control of the facilities.
This function might be appropriate for a UN security force

with much greater related authority than is now given to the
IAEA, which plays no direct role in maintaining physiual

security of nuclear materials under its safeguards, which are
designed only to detect, rather than to prevent diversion of
the materials to destructive purposes.

Connwtion with a F1ssile Materiaf Production Ban

Actual demonstration of the above or similar procedures
would not nemssarily require a treaty railing for elimination
of large numbers of nuclear warheads. But such a treaty, if it

calls for eliminations of the contained fissile materials, would
only ma$e sense if a ban on further production of fissilc
materials for warheads were also in force.

Verifying such a treaty between acknowledged nucltiar-
weapon-states has been extensively studied. The conclusions

are that such verification can be achieved with high assur-
ance, provided that all the existing military plutonium pro-
duction reactors are disclosed and shut down, and existing
uranium enrichment plants that can produce high enrich-
ment materials suitable for nuclear warheads are either shut
down or placed under bilateral, multilateral, or international

safeguards to assure that they do not produce material for
nuclear warheads.

Production of limited quantities of highly enriched urani-
um might be allowed, for some specified time, to supply fuel

for nuclear propulsion of milita~ sufiace ships or subma-

rines. Arrangements for verifying that this material is not
secretly diverted tc>usc in nuclc?tr explosives would have to
be devised.

A ban c)n production of fissilc materials for nucle:lr explo-
sives might extend to a ban on production (If tritium for

weapons. Tritium in w~rhead st(>ckpiles would decay at a
rate (If about 50/0 per yalr. If agreements were made to
eliminate nuclear warh~ads at a rate fiistcr than this, and if
extracted tritium were returned to the owllcr country, re-
m;iining warheads not slated for elimination could, on the
average, bc rcplcnishcd with recycled tritium.

Next Steps

These studies indicate that elimination of identified nucle-
ar warheads ran be verified with high confidence, without
revealing national secrets. Much remains to be done, howev-

er, to specify the procedures in sufficient derail to provide a
basis for ncgt)tiated protocols” and tbc means for carrying
thcm out.

Two consecutive next steps arc thcrcforc proposed:
The first is the establishment of an official joint US-S(}vict

working group to design and >ISSCSSspecific procedures and

facilities for verified elimination of nuclear warheads. Work
by this group should bc given high priority by both nations
and not require negotiation [~f further treaties.

Tbc second step is to carry out joint US-Soviet demol]stra-
tioIls of the techniques identified in the first step. These
demonstrations would be expected to include some field
testing of parts of a warhead dismantlement and verification
system. Initial tests could bc performed using unclassified
mockups of warheads. These could be folk)wcd with com-
plete systcm tests, using hatches of several types of warheads

from each nation.
The FAS-Soviet Cooperative Research Project is continu-

ing its effort to lay a basis for and promote a govcrnment-to-
~overnment cooperative project on this problem.

— Theodore Tayi[Ir ❑
Dr. Taylor is a former nuclear weapom designer

and a consultant on problem~ c)f arms control.

Rocker mot[)r h<>i,,g“<,r(f;ublydestr<,yed in c:ompliancc with the
INF Trcuty. Cun w<,do the same w;th nuclear w,arhead.v?
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Reductions IN TACTICAL NAVAL NUCLEAR WEAPONS

Tactical naval nuclear weapons ~all naval nuclc:lr weapons
except sva-launched ballistic missiles) are the only nuclear
weapons for which negotiations are ncitbcr undcrw’ly nor
planned. Even among arms control specialists there has been

little discussion of how reductions in this class of weapons
might be carried out.

The Soviet Union has pushed for limiting long-range nu-
clear sea-launched cr”isc missiles (SLCMS) u“dcr the

START treaty, and for negotiated reductions in all naval

Pactical nuclear weapons. But because c)f US resist;lncc, it
seems that the START agreement will not limit SLCMS,

although “politically” binding declarations of planned de-
ployments will be made. The United States is ph:ising c>ut

nuclear anti-submarine and anti-aircraft missiles, but has
shown no interest in negotiations negotiations on c>tbcr ~acti-
cal naval nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, if US-Soviet rela-

tions continue to improve, further reductions in naval nucle-
ar weapons will become increasingly Iikcly.

Three approaches to reductions in these weapons are dis-
cussed here: unilateral reductions of older weapons; negoti-
ated reductions of ship-and submarine-launched ~’lctical nu-

clear weapons (about half of all tactical naval nuclear we;ip-
ons); and negotiated reductions in all tactical naval nuclear
weapons, including those carried by aircraft. Because of the

difficulty of monitoring naval aircraft-carried weapons as a
separate category, reductions in all naval eactical nuclear
weapons arc discussed in the context of a comprchcnsivc
treaty covering all nuclear weapons.

Approach I: Unilateral Reductions

Though”not interested in negotiated reductions. the US is

unilaterally eliminating its 1960s-cra nuclear ASROC and
SUBROC anti-submarine rockets and Terrier ship-to-air
missiles, a reduction of about 307. percent in US tactical
naval nuclear weapons. Although these weapons were duc
for retirement, no replacements for them are planned.

These reductions reflect the diminishing role of US naval
tactical nuclear weapons. Admiral Carlisle Trost, chief of
naval operations, ~aid, “The Navy has been reducing its
refiance on nuclear weapons over the last decade Wc
have foregone the development of rcplaccmcnts for several

of these weapons simply because we put our effort into more
accuracy in weapons placement and better design. ” Refer-
ring to use of nuclear weapons against ships, Captain Llnton

Brooks,” whc] W:IS the director (If ;Irtns c[)ntrol on the Nati[]nal

Security Council, ~~id “the US Navy ~lins relatively little
frotn the ability to cmpk,y nuclear weapons :,t sea “

However, this thinking dots tlot seem to apply to nuclear

SLCMS, wbicb would at?ack land Gtrgcts, nor to bombs, new
versions of which arc in production and dcvclopmcnt.

The Soviet Union has made few unilatcr~d cuts. ?tnd has
many c>ldcr naval weapons thought to c:lrry nuclear war-
heacis, includi!lg the SS-N-3, -7, -9, and -12 SLCMS; nucicar

torpedoes; the SS-N-15 anti-subnlarille r(~ckct; the FRAS-1
zlnti-submarine rc>cket; the AS-2, -4, -5, and 6 air-to-ship

missiles; ?Ind prc)b~bly several types of b(~mbs.
Tbc Soviet Union might determine that these wc’tpons are

no longer useful, ~ind eliminate some or ;dl of these weapons
unilaterally. Elilninati(]n of all of thcm wc>uld amount to
ab(}ut a 700/0 reduction in Soviet t’lctical naval nuclear wc:iP-
c~ns, yet w[>uld still Icavc the Soviet Navy with 3 types of

SLCMS, :in anti-submarine rocket, ;Ind nuclwar bombs, all
relatively rcccntly deployed.

Cuts in old weapons would bc an easy first step in naval
nuclr.lr reductions. Of cc)urse, neither the United States nor

the Sc>viet Union need restrict unilateral cuts to their old or
obsc>lctc wwapons.

Approach 11: Negotiated Reductions in
Ship-and Submarine-I,aunched Nuclear Weapons

Negotiated reductions in or elimination of tactical n~lval
tluclcar missiles (that is, weapons Iauncbcd frc>m ships ;ind

sub!narincs) would be more difficult to implement than uni-
lateral measures, but a treaty has the advantages of being
binding, bikaterai, and subject to verification.

For tbc US, “naval Vactical nuclear missiles” would include

only the nucle~r SLCM (200/0 of US naval tactical nuclear
w~ipons); for the Soviet Union, it would also include nucle;~r

anti-submarine rockets, surface-to-air missiles, and torpe-
does (about 607. of the Soviet weapons). Negc>tiated reduc-
tions in different types of tactical naval missiles can bc consid-
ered together because the missiles have similar verification
problems. These problems have been widely discussed for
sea-launched cruise missile verification; the primary issues

involve the intrusiveness of inspections on ships and submar-
ines.

Of course, the most direct approach to monitoring deep
continued on page 6
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continued @om page 5
reductions in or elimination of tactical missiles is to obscwe

and monitor their destruction. This need not involve any

inspections of ships or submarines. Ideally, it would include
destmction of the nuclear warheads, with the fissile material
put under safeguards for permanent disposal or use in civilian
power reactom (see Taylor, this issue).

However, not all missiles might be turned in for destruc-

tion. New ones might be manufactured. To address these
concerns, a continuing monitoring system would be needed.

The direct approach to monitoring deployed missiles
would be through periodic inspections of missile launchers

and storage areas on ships and submarines. If the missiles
were not banned, the treaty could specify the number of tiach

tYPe Of nuclear missile allowed on each ship or submarine.
Inspections would be made at ports, on a challenge basis.
Since the inspecting side could choose which ship or subma-
rine to inspect, the total number of inspections per year need
not be large.

Verifiability Characteristics of the Weapom

Tactical missiles have characteristics which make verifica-

tion difficult. Since many of these weapons have both nuclear
and non-nuclear versions, close inspection would be needed

to distinguish them. In some cases the radiation from the
warhead itself could be a reliable indicator of the presence of
a nuclear version, but in other cases more intrusive measures

may be needed. Some of these weapons (nuclear torpedoes,
anti-submarine rockets, and some SLCMS) can be launched

from submarine to~edo tubes, so inspections inside subma-
rine to~edo rooms would be needed to monitor deployment
directly.

However, these tactical missiles also have characteristics
which assist verification. With the exception of t(]~edo tube

weapons, all of the missiles and launchers can be counted
from tbe exterior of tbe ship or submarine, reducing the
monitoring problem to one of distinguishing nuclear fr(]m
non-nuclear weapons in a fixed number of Ia””chers. These
missiles are not easy to transfer onto ships and submarines,
and they are too large to be stored in all but a limited number
of places on ships, so any inspections of deployed weapons

could for the most part be limited to the vicinity of the
launchers. With the exception of torpedo tube weapons, the
contents of launchers could be checked in ports without
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internal inspections of ships or submarines. And even inspec-
tions for torpedo tube weapons need Ilot entail inspection of
the entire submarine, but only (If the torpedo room and its

access route.

“Neither Confirm Nor Deny”

Tbc United States is opposed to allowing any Soviet in.
spections of ships and submarines, both because the US does

not want to reveal (’neither confirm nor deny”) which ships
and submarines are carrying nuclear weapons, and bcc~use

of general security concerns. Security and espionage con-
cerns cmdd be addressed by restricting inspections to the
vicinity of the launchers, by shrouding unrelated equipment,
and by other measures.

The “neither confirm nor deny” policy, however, is meant

to crwate unccrPainty as to which vessels are carrying nuclear
weapons. The policy has the additional effect of finessing

conflicts raised by US Navy port calls in allied rations which
do not allow nuclear weapons in their pc]rts. Obviously, this
policy would be compromised by Soviet inspections for I]u-
clear weapons on US ships ~lnd submarines.

The problem could bc minimized if Vactic.d nuclear mis-

siles were elimil] ated entirely, or at least banned from surface
ships, [caving only submarines and aircraft carriers as plat-
forms for nuclear weapons at sea. Aircraft carriers are, al-
ready, prime Pargcts and arc widely assumed to carry nuclear
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weapons, so “neither confirm nor deny” hs little practic>d
importance for carriers. And submarines are considerably
less vulnerable to attack than sutiace ships; revealing which

carq nuclear weapons would not significantly threaten their
security or decrease deterrence.

Thus, the primary problems with revealing which vessels
car~ nuclear weapons under a naval nuclear reductions trea-
ty would be matters of alliance diplomacy, rather than nucle-
ar deterrence or military posture.

Torydo fibes

As mentioned above, torpedo tube weapons would re-

quire internal submarine inspections for direct verification of
deployment. This is somewhat more involved than monitc>r-
ing launchers on ship decks. Thus, if on-ship inspections arc

to be part of the treaty, one might think of exempting torpe-
do tube weapons from tbc agreement, or of exempting all
nuclear weapons on submarines.

However, this would greatly weaken any treaty covering
naval nuclear missiles, since it would exempt such a large

proportion, and might even encourage deployment of more
to~edo tube weapons. Since some nucl~ar SLCMS can be

launched from both torpedo tubes and ship-based launchers,
a treaty exempting torpedo tube weapons would not result in
a strong limit on SLCMS. Indeed, the Soviet long-range

SLCM is primarily a torpedo tube weapon.

A Comprehensive Monitoring System

As noted above, the US Navy considers inspections of

deployed missiles on ships and submarines to be unaccepta-

bly intrusive. Inspections could require removing the missile
from its launcher, or otbcr awkward procedures. And inspec-

tion of deployed missiles does not address the possible stock-
piling of missiles.

An alternative approach which addresses these issues is to
reduce or eliminate ship and submarine inspections in fav{>r
of a comprehensive monitoring systcm, beginning at the
production facilities. Such a monitoring system would have
the following elements:

* Each tactical missile would be brought to an inspection
station, where it would be tagged for future identification.

o Tamper indicators (“seals”) could be attached to non-
nuclear versions to deter installation of a n“clcar warhead.

Any missiles not eliminated would be checked, rctagged a“d
resealed after major maintenance activities.
* Missile production facilities would be monitored; any new
missiles would be inspected and Fagged before deployment.

This scheme could be implemented without inspections on

ships and submarines, that is, without direct monitoring of
deployed missiles. However, provision for some challenge
inspections of launchers would significantly strengtbcn the
monitoring scheme. Baseline inspections during the initi:d

phase of tbe treaty would be useful toverify that all missiles
were declared. After the initial period, inspections could be

sha~ly reduced or eliminated, so as to minimize the disrup-
tion of naval activities.

The life-cycle monitoring system described above could be

implemented whether naval nuclear missiles were eliminated
or just reduced. But verifiability of the treaty would be grcat-

er if all nuclear missiles of Z1given type were eliminated, and

greatest if all n~lval tactic~l nuclear missiles were eliminated,
since in these cases any activity associated with the produc-
tion, storage, maintenance, movement or deployment of the
wczlpc)ns wo”k{ clearly indicate a violation.

Approach 111: Negotiated Reductions that
Include N]rcraft-Carried Naval Nuclear Weapons

The remaining category of naval ~actical nuclwdr wctipons
are weapons delivered by ziircraft, which includes both

bombs and smaO tir-tc)-surface missiles. These weapons com-
prise about 80% of US and perh;ips half of Soviet Pactical
naval nuclear weapons. Most of the US wcapons arc based

on aircraft carriers; most of the Soviet weapons are land-
bascd and intended for attacks on US carriers.

Air-launched we:tpons arc more difficu]t tcl monitor than
?~ctical missiles bc~iusc they zire smallc~, c;isy to t~!nspo~t,
can be stored in many places on aircraft carriers or on land,
and ran be delivered by many types of aircraft. Many of these
weapc]ns are indistinguisbablc from nuclear bolnbs ~l]d SmaO

tnissiles used by the Air Forces; the US Navy has abt)ut 850
tacticdl nuclear bombs, and the Air Force bas about 2500”
bc>mbs of the same types. N(}t even rough estimates of the
]lumber of Soviet bombs :lre available, but the Soviet Air
FOrCC and Soviet Naval Aviatic>” have th~ s~me kinds of

aircr’~ft fOr nuclear missions.
Tbcreforc monitoring of naval aircraft-carried nuclear

weapons would be much more difficult than fc~r missiles; ~
different kind of vcrificatic)ll regime is needed.

SeeMng a Verification Regime

The most straightforward meth(>d of verifying the elimina-
tion of or deep reductions in these weapons is t(] monitor

dismzlntlemcnt of tbc wct,pc>”s a“d [If tbc special facilitic~
which stored >Ind maintained thcm. Verified destruction of a

large number of nuclear bombs would bc strong evidence of
treaty cornpliallce.

Howctcr, other bombs and missiles might be substituted
for tbosc destroyed, since there are simiklr wc,lpons in the

Air Force arsenals, and new bombs could be manufactured.
Aircraft-c~rried !luclear bombs could not be uaggcd for lifc-

cyclc monitoring, as proposed zlbovc for Cdctical missiles,
berausc most bombs are pr(]duccd in final form at tbe nucle-
ar w:lrhead production plants. Since all types of warheads are
produced at these plants, and different types may not he

continued on page 8
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continued from page 7
easily distinguishable, life-cycle monitoring of these weapons
could only be implemented if all nuclear warh~ads were

subject to monitoring.
Therefore, in order to have a strong verification regime,

reductions in aircraft-carried naval nuclear weapons should
cover more than just naval weapons, and should include a

comprehensive monitoring system.
Of course, a comprehensive nuclear warhead treaty would

not be developed solely to verify reductions in naval nuclear
bombs. All nuclear bombs and small nuclear wvapons share
the verification problems of naval bombs; these small wuap-
ons comprise between one-third and one-half of both US and

Soviet nuclear arsenals.
A comprehensive treaty covering all nuclear weapons

would make it possible to monitor the warheads themselves.
An accounting system could be established as follows:

e Every warhead would be declared by type and locatic>n;
each warhead would be “tagged. ”

0 Warhead destmction would be monitored.
e Warhead production would be strictly limited, to allow

only for replacement of old warheads on a one-for-one or less
basis.

A treaty of this format involving ten-fold reductions in US
and Soviet nuclear arsenals. to a maximum of 2000 n“clcar
warheads each, has been examined by the Joint Research
Project of FAS and the Committee of Soviet Scientists.

Outlook Under Deep Reductions

If the US and the Soviet Union had ‘only” 2000 nuclear
weapons each, in a regime of comprehensive limits on nucle-

ar warheads, would any of the remaining warheads be in
tactical naval weapons?

It is possible that some long-range nuclear SLCMS would
be retained. These missiles are invulnerable if deployed on

submarines, and could be viewed as more versatile than sca-
Iaunched ballistic missiles because they have only one war-
head and can be deployed on most submarines, SLCMS
could be monitored by the life-cycle monitoring system out-
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Iincd previously.
However, SLCMS titn bc seen as highly dcstabilizi”g

weapons, because their launch might not bc dctcctcd by early
warning systems. Perhaps nuclear SLCMS should be banned

even while hundreds of SLBMS and ICBMS (which also have
destabilizing ch:]ractcristics) remain deployed. The adwan-
~agc of keeping SLCMS is small, since their role is so simtiar

to that of single-warhead SLBMS, which arc considerably
easier to m<]nitor.

It is p(]ssiblc that some ]lawd aircraft weapons would also
be retained. The usefulness of these nuclear weapons for
attacking ships and land t:lrgets, at least by the US Navy, is

already in d[]ubt, but perh:lps :tnti-submarine bombs will
remain highly valued.

If any aircraft-carried naval nuclear weapons were kept, it
is likely that they would be multi-purpose wtiapons, for usc in
Air Force Or Navy roles. Limits on these wcapc~ns c“”]d be
verified if tbcy were kept at special air bases subject to
ch~dlcnge inspections. This would allc>w the retention of
we:ipons for “coastal defense” against submarines or surface
ships. But h would be difficult to monit”r these WeaPo”S if
kept on aircraft carriers.

Overall, it is likely that naval tactical nuclear weapons
would bc cut very dccpiy to allow a larger proportion of

str,ltegic weapons to be retained. Complete elimination of
tactical naval nuclear weapons could be driven by strategic,

military and operational concerns; complete climimation
would certainly be easier to verify. — Valerie Thomus ❑

Dr. Thowtas i,~a research associate at th<?Center for
Energy and Environment Studies at Princeton University.
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